IRLP Experimental Reflector 0087/Allstar
42121/YSF60905/Echolink 302628 Policy
When Connecting to the Experimental Reflector 0087 please have your node set to
export ALLOW_EXPERIMENTAL_NODES=YES
If you are an Allstar User you can connect to 42121. If you are a YSF user you can
connect to 60905. If you are using Echolink you can connect with a PC or a Phone
to connect. If using IRLP or Allstar and Echolink. Here is the policy list that is
allowed and not allowed on the system.
1.Set your continuous transmission time to 3 minutes and leave 4 seconds between
changes, not only recycle your radio, wait a little longer for all systems to recycle.
2.When connected to IRLP experimental reflector 0087, Allstar Hub 42121, Echolink
302628, and YSFReflector 60905 please key up and wait 3 to 4 seconds before you start
talking when not doing it will cut off part of your transmission. Quick keying on the
experimental reflector is unacceptable.
3.No links/cross links without prior approval or authorization are acceptable.
4.No cross connecting reflectors or Allstar nodes allowed on this reflector.
5.Do not connect another Allstar hub without permission if doing so your allstar node
will be disconnected or your node will be Blacklisted from the Reflector.
6.Please disconnect from this reflector before connecting to another reflector or Allstar
node.
7.No type of ID's are allowed in telegraphy, courtesy tones, roger beeps or connection
announcements.
8.No Pulsing allowed on the Experimental Reflector
9.No voice transmissions via cellure, computer microphone etc.
10.When using Echolink you can use a PC or Phone or -L and -R to connect. If a station
causes a problem on Echolink can be muted, disconnected, or be banned from the
system.

11. Please IDENTIFY your station when you connect either Allstar, YSF, IRLP and
Echolink.

12.No Gossip, Swearing, profanity, or foul language are allowed on the system.
13.No Politics allowed on the system
If you do not observe or follow these instructions, your IRLP, Allstar, and Echolink node
will be Banned from the network.
Please keep the Experimental Reflector 0087 conversation Rated G on the system.
Please Be Respectful and please do not put Amateurs or New Amateurs down if there
new. We need to be kind and lets have a positive attitude and please set aside politics
because it is not Ham Radio this politics will not be discussed on the IRLP Experimental
Reflector 0087. Feel free to connect if using Allstar, IRLP, or YSF to connect to IRLP
Experimental Reflector 0087, Allstar Hub 42121, Echolink 302628 or YSF60905.

